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A finite element simulation of composite woven reinforcement forming requires the knowledge of the fabric mechanical behav-
iour. In the presented mesoscopic approach, the tensile and shear mechanical behaviour of the elementary cell (mesoscopic level) are
used in a finite element made of woven meshes. The principal stiffness of the fabric is the tensile rigidity. Because of the weaving, the
tensile behaviour is non-linear. It is analysed by biaxial tensile tests and 3D finite element computations of the woven unit cells. The
in plane shear rigidity of fabrics is very weak up to a limit angle. In this first stage, it is shown by optical measures that the yarns are
subjected to rigid rotations. A second stage in which the yarns are laterally crushed leads to larger stiffness. A first simplified form of
the dynamic equation is based only on tensile internal virtual work. A second one takes also shear internal work into account. A
fabric square box forming simulation is performed with both approaches. It shows the importance to account for shear when the
limit shear angle is exceeded.

Keywords: A. Fabrics/textiles; A. Textile composites; C. Deformation; C. Finite element analysis (FEA); E. Resin transfer moulding; Forming
simulations
1. Introduction

A lot of composites consist of woven reinforcements.
As opposed to unidirectional reinforcements, these fibre
fabrics permit to manufacture double curved parts
accounting for the cohesion given by the weaving. The
forming of theses composites makes use of the relative
motion of the fibres that are possible in the case of a lack
of matrix cohesion. The matrix can be absent (forming
of dry fabric in the case of the R.T.M. process), not
yet polymerized (prepreg draping) or made fluid by
heating (thermoplastic matrix). In this paper, we con-
sider the forming of dry fibre fabrics such as those used
* Corresponding author. Tel.: +33 4 72 43 63 96.
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for R.T.M. process. Nevertheless, most of the given re-
sults can be extended to non-polymerized prepreg form-
ing and thermoplastic forming when the resin is fluid.

A simulation code permits to know the feasibility of a
fabric forming without using trial and error method that
is very expensive. It also gives information on the fibre
directions after forming. These directions determine
the final composite structure mechanical properties. In
addition, the angles between warp and weft yarns influ-
ence the reinforcement permeability and consequently
the mould filling. This delicate stage is well studied
and several specific codes have been developed [1,2].
For the simulation of fabric forming, many codes use
geometrical approaches (fishnet algorithms) [3–5]. These
methods are fast and efficient. They permit to compute
the angle between warp and weft yarns in order to com-
pare this value to a limit angle over which the forming is



no more possible without wrinkles. On the other hand,
these methods do not take into account the material
mechanical behaviour and the load boundary condi-
tions. The aim of the present work is to present a
mechanical approach that takes these two points into
account. It is a mesoscopic approach. The mechanical
behaviour of the woven reinforcement is analysed at
the scale of the woven unit cell and introduced in finite
elements that are composed of woven cells. The biaxial
and the in-plane shear behaviour are analysed by spe-
cific experiments and by 3D finite element computations
of the woven unit cell. Two simplified approaches are
developed. In the first one, only the tension stiffness is
considered and in the second one the in-plane shear is
added. The example of a square box forming shows that
the shear is important to describe the wrinkles that ap-
pear if the shear-locking angle is exceeded.
2. Simplified mechanical behaviour of woven

reinforcements based on tensile surfaces

2.1. Simplified form of the dynamic equation

Glass, carbon and aramid fibres have very interesting
mechanical performances. Consequently, they are used
in components strongly loaded that have to be light.
The diameter of these fibres is very small (5 to 7 lm
for carbon fibres, 5–25 lm for glass fibres) in compari-
son with their length. Consequently, these fibres can
only be loaded in tension in the direction of the fibre
h1 (Fig. 1(a)). The Cauchy stress in the fibre has the fol-
lowing form:

r ¼ r11h1 � h1; r11 P 0: ð1Þ
The fibres are put together to form yarns. Those can
have different internal structures. Those used in case of
composite reinforcements are often obtained by juxta-
position of a large number of fibres (thousands). This
permits a relative sliding of fibres in case of yarn bend-
ing. Consequently, the stress in the yarn (Fig. 1(b)) re-
mains in form (1). In the case of two yarn networks
directed by h1 and h2 (Fig. 1(c)), the stress state can be
assumed to have the following form:
h1

h1

h1

h2

(a)

(b) (c)

Fig. 1. (a) Single fibre, (b) yarn made of juxtaposed fibres, (c) woven
yarns.
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r ¼ r11h1 � h1 þ r22h2 � h2: ð2Þ
Eq. (2) assumes that the in-plane shear influence is ne-
glected (and especially the interactions between neigh-
bouring yarns). This hypothesis will be questioned in
Section 5. Based on Eq. (2) a simplified dynamic equa-
tion can be written for a part made of ncell elementary
woven cells

" g/g = 0 on Cu:

Xncell
p¼1

pe11ðgÞpT 11pL1 þ pe22ðgÞpT 22pL2 � T extðgÞ

¼
Z
X
q u

��
gdV ; ð3Þ

where the tensions are defined as

T 11 ¼
Z
A1

r11 dS; T 22 ¼
Z
A2

r22 dS; T 11 P 0; T 22 P 0;

ð4Þ

where A1 and A2 are the sections of the warp and weft
yarns. g is the virtual displacement (g = 0 on the frontier
with prescribed displacements). p is the number of the
woven cell, L1, L2 are the length of the woven cell in
warp and weft direction, q is the mass per volume unit,
u
��
is the acceleration and eab (a,b = 1 or 2) are the covar-

iant strain components, i.e. e = eabh
a�hb (with

ha � hb ¼ dba). Text(g) is the virtual work of exterior loads.

2.2. Tension surfaces

Because of the weaving, the tensions T11 and T22 are
related to axial strains in both warp and weft directions

T 11ðe11; e22Þ and T 22ðe11; e22Þ: ð5Þ
Those two functions, that define the behaviour of the fi-
bre fabric within the assumptions made in Section 2.1,
give the two tensile surface of the fabric. There is a single
surface if the fabric is balanced, i.e. if the warp and weft
directions are identical. The goal of the two next sec-
tions is the determination of these surfaces.
3. Biaxial tensile tests

3.1. Multiscale non-linear phenomenon

When tensile tests are performed on a fabric in the
yarn direction (Fig. 5) the load versus strain curves a
strongly non-linear zone at the beginning of the loading
followed by a linear behaviour. The non-linearity when
loading is beginning can be explained by phenomena
occurring at lower scales. Because of the weaving the
fabric involves yarn undulations. Under tension, the
yarn tends to become straight. In the limit case where
the other direction is free to move, the tense yarns be-



Fig. 3. Biaxial tensile device on cross shape specimens.
come completely straight and the yarn in the other direc-
tion become very undulating (Fig. 2(b)). If both direc-
tions are tense (biaxial strains), a balance state is
obtained. Both directions are subjected to undulation
variations (usually undulation decreasing) (Fig. 2(a)).
It is clear that the phenomenon is biaxial and that warp
and weft yarns are in interaction. Occurring at the scale
of the unit woven cell, these non-linear phenomena due
to geometrical non-linearities are called mesoscopic.
They are related and amplified by phenomena at fibre
scale (microscopic scale). Because of tensile loads in
the yarn direction and of compressive loads at contact
between warp and weft yarns, the fibres are rearranged,
the voids between fibres are reduced and the transverse
shape of the yarn changes. These motions within a tow
also show present in cable behaviour [6]. The non-linear-
ities at this scale are due to contact-friction between fi-
bres. They contribute to non-linearities at mesoscopic
non-linearities. The set of these phenomena give the
material non-linearity observed at the fabric macro-
scopic scale when it is stretched.

3.2. Experiments

Tensile tests are performed using a device able to
stretch woven material in warp and weft directions at
the same time in order to highlight characteristics listed
in Section 2.1. The device (Fig. 3) is based on two hinged
lozenges [7,8] that impose a biaxial strain state to a cross
shape woven specimen. One direction has adjustable
lengths in order to prescribe different strain ratios in
warp and weft directions. Load sensors placed just be-
hind the specimen give the total load in each direction.
The strain measures are made using optical method [9]
or mechanical extensometers [7]. Only the central part
of the cross specimen is woven. The goal of the non-wo-
ven parts is to transmit the tensile loads while permitting
the transverse deformation of the specimen. This cross
shape specimen is well suitable for fabrics because of this
T22
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Fig. 2. Undulation variations in case of warp and weft tensions.
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possibility and because the shear stiffness of fabric is
very small as opposed to continuous materials such as
metals. It is possible to modify the angle between warp
and weft directions. Experiments have been performed
for angles from 90� to 60� [7]. The influence of this angle
on the biaxial tensile properties is weak for the tested
materials and will be first neglected.
Fig. 4. 2 · 2 twill of carbon.
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Fig. 6. Tension surface T(e11,e22) for a 2 · 2 twill of carbon. (a) experiment, (b) 3D FE analysis.
Biaxial tensile tests results are given Fig. 5 in the case
of a 2 · 2 twill of carbon. The yarn and the weaving are
identical in warp and weft directions (Fig. 4) and the re-
sults will be only given in one direction. The yarn is
composed of 6000 high strength carbon fibres combined
without torsion. Although the yarn alone has a nearly
linear tensile behaviour, the tension-strain curves ob-
tained for the fabric are clearly non-linear at the begin-
ning of the loading while the curves become linear for
higher loads. This non-linearity is a consequence of
non-linear phenomena occurring at lower scales (undu-
lation variations, yarn crushing). The size of the non-lin-
ear zone is important compared with fracture strain
(about 0.8%). It depends on the ratio k of the prescribed
strains (k = e11/e22). This clearly shows the biaxial nat-
ure of the fabric tensile behaviour. Each direction influ-
ences the tensile behaviour of the other. The non-linear
zone is maximal when one direction is stretched while
the other is free. Actually the yarns in the tensile direc-
tion become straight. After the non-linear zone, the
rigidity of the fabric is those of the only yarn. The strain
reached at the transition is characteristic of the fabric
crimp. The non-linear zone is less important as the k ra-
tio increases.

From the tension-strain curves for different ratios k,
it is possible to extrapolate the tension surfaces
Taa(e11, e22) [10]. The obtained surface for the 2 · 2 twill
of carbon is shown Fig. 6(a). Other experimental results
concerning different fabrics (balanced and un-balanced)
can be found in [7].
4. 3D finite element analysis of the woven unit cell

3D finite element analysis of the woven unit cell is an
alternate method to determinate tensile surfaces [11].
This approach allows to determine the tensile biaxial
4

behaviour of a fabric prior to manufacturing. It also
permits to better understand the behaviour of the fabric
at mesoscopic scale.

The main difficulty of these computations consists in
reproducing the fibrous nature of the yarns (lack or
weakness of some stiffness) using 3D continuous finite
elements. This specific behaviour is obtained for shear
modulus nearly equal to zero and transverse Young
modulus weak in comparison with the tensile Young
modulus. The transverse law appears to be an important
point for a good modelling of the unit woven shell. The
following form permits to model the strong hardening of
the fibrous yarn in transverse direction

Ei ¼ E0 j enii j em11 þ Ee; ð6Þ
where E0, m and n are three material parameters. The
direction of the yarn is denoted by index 1, i is a perpen-
dicular direction (i = 2 or 3). Ee is the initial transverse
modulus (very weak). For a given yarn, the values of
the orthotropic behaviour are identified using yarn ten-
sile and crushing experiment and inverse approaches
[12,11]. It is also very important to follow carefully the
fibre directions during the deformation. The mechanical
behaviour of the yarn is very sensitive to these direc-
tions. Two approaches have been developed. One uses
reinforcements [11] and the other is based on the use
of an objective derivative based on the fibre rotation
[13]. Because some rigidities are nearly equal to zero,
some numerical instabilities often appear. This is
avoided by hourglass control (adding judicious artificial
shear stiffness) [14]. Fig. 7 shows the analysis of the ele-
mentary 2 · 2 carbon twill unit cell under a biaxial ten-
sion with k = 1. The obtained tension surface (Fig. 6(b))
is in good agreement with those obtained from biaxial
tensile experiments (Fig. 6(a)). Fig. 7 shows that the
crushing of the yarn is important (45% maxi). In this
case (k = 1), the behaviour non-linearity is due to this



Fig. 7. 3D simulation of an equibiaxial tensile test on a 2 · 2 glass twill
unit cell (a) finite element mesh (b) tranverse strain.
crushing. This transverse yarn section change is one of
the main aspects of the mesoscopic behaviour of the fab-
ric and it must be described carefully. Other 3D woven
unit cell F.E. analysis can be found in [11,15]. This type
of analysis is realised for knitted materials in [13,16].
5. In plane shear behaviour

5.1. In plain shear deformation of a fabric

The larger rigidities of a woven reinforcement are the
tensile stiffness. They are those that guide the shape
changes for instance during a composite forming. The
shear stiffness of the fabric is weak at least in the unde-
Fig. 8. Shear frame device equip
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formed state. Consequently, large in- plane strains occur
and are the main forming mode of fabrics. If the shear
rigidity is weak, it can be studied as a complement to
tension rigidity. In addition the in-plane shear stiffness
can be increased if the fabric is coated with resin (non-
polymerized prepreg or thermoplastic over fusion tem-
perature) or really increased if the shear strain exceed
the shear limit angle (or locking angle). In this case,
we shall see that it is very important to take the shear
rigidity into account. Studies concerning in-plane shear
behaviour of woven reinforcements are numerous, prob-
ably because it is the main deformation mode of fabrics
[17–20]. In this section the experiment in-plane shear
behaviour of dry woven reinforcements is analysed both
at macroscopic level and yarns scales (micro and macro-
scopic scale). An internal virtual shear work is then
added to the dynamic equation.

5.2. Picture frame experimental analysis

The shear test experimental device used in this study
is called picture frame (Fig. 8). It is based on the princi-
ple of a deformable frame with four identical hinged
sides. The yarns of the fabric specimen are parallel to
the sides. Several studies tend to show that this system
is the most satisfactory in order to prescribe a homoge-
neous shear to a woven reinforcement [21]. The picture
frame is set on a classical tensile machine. A tension is
applied to the yarns before the shear test. The surface
of the specimens is 0.2 · 0.2 m2.

5.3. Optical strain measurements

An optical system records pictures at two scales
(Fig. 8). These pictures concern the whole specimen
(macro scale) or only few woven cells (12.4 · 9.5 mm2)
ped with an optical system.



(meso scale). The measure domain can be restricted to a
single yarn (micro scale). Two pictures (macro and mi-
cro) are taken at the same time using cameras on both
sides of the specimen (Fig. 8). These pictures are used
to compute the displacement and strain fields using an
image correlation method [22]. The macroscopic mea-
sures give the shear value versus load on the picture
frame. These measures concern the shear field and it is
possible to check the homogeneity of the shear in the
specimen. This has permitted to modify the picture
frame technology (especially the specimen fixing system)
in order to achieve a correct homogeneity of the shear
[23,24].

5.4. Micro-macro analysis

Fig. 9 gives the load versus shear strain curve in the
case of a glass plain weave (density of the yarns n =
0.25, crimp s = 0.5%, surface density: w = 600 g/m2, lin-
ear density w = 1200 tex). The curve can be divided in
three zones. Fig. 10 shows the displacement field within
the yarn (micro scale) during stage 1 (beginning of the
loading). In this purpose, the mean value of the displace-
ment in the yarn is subtracted to the measured displace-
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Fig. 10. Displacement field in a yarn during part 1.
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ments. One can see that the yarns are submitted to a
rigid body rotation that globally gives an in-plane shear
on the fabric specimen. There is no shear within the
yarns. Consequently, the corresponding loads on the
frame remain weak because the only resistance to shear
is due to friction between warp and weft yarns. The
beginning of zone 2 corresponds to the shear limit angle
or shear-locking angle. The yarns start to be in contact
with their neighbouring and are laterally compressed
(Fig. 11), partially first (zone 2) then totally (zone 3).
This explains the very fast shear load increasing and
consequently the shear stiffness. In practice wrinkles ap-
pear in zone 3 due to shear locking.

5.5. Taking into account the shear in the dynamic

equation

The simplified form of the dynamic equation (3) only
takes into account the tension interior load virtual work
in each woven cell. The following form (6) takes the in
plane shear into account

Xncell
p¼1

pe11ðgÞpT 11pL1 þ pe22ðgÞpT 22pL2 þ
Xncell
p¼1

pcðgÞpC � T extðgÞ

¼
Z
X
q u

��
gdV ; ð7Þ

where pC is the couple due to the shear for the woven
cell p and pc(g) is the rotation between warp and weft
yarns in the virtual displacement field g. The load versus
shear strain (Fig. 9) permits to link the couple to the
warp-weft rotation [25]. Both simplified forms of the dy-
namic equation (3), taking into account only the tensile
virtual interior load and (6) both tensile and shear, per-
mit to construct simplified finite elements that are spe-
cific to woven materials and that can be used in an
explicit dynamic approach [15,25]. The following deep
drawing example show the obtained results with and
without taking the shear into account.
Fig. 11. Displacement field at micro-scale after the locking angle.



5.6. Deep drawing of a square box

The test showed Fig. 12 is a classical benchmark for
sheet metal forming. It has been proposed at Numisheet
93 conference [26]. Accounting for the strongly non-
developable geometry, this test is very severe especially
for fabric forming because it asks very large angle vari-
ations between warp and weft yarns in the radius of the
square box. If those radiuses are reduced, the shear
strains that are necessary to shape the part are quickly
larger than the limit angle of the fabric. The forming
of a plain weave fabric (the characteristics of which
are given in Section 5.4). is simulated with both the ap-
proach based on tensile energy only and the approach
taking both shear and tensile energy into account.
Fig. 13 presents in both cases the computed deformed
shape after forming. Because of the geometry (strongly
double curved) the locking angle of the plain weave fab-
ric is exceeded. This leads to rather different results for
Fig. 12. Square box deep drawing. Geometry of the tools.

Fig. 13. Final shape of the fabric. Formulation in tension (a) and in
tension + shear (b).

Fig. 14. Angle between warp and weft yarns. Formulation in tension
(at the top) and in tension + shear (at the bottom).
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both approaches. There is no wrinkle when using the ap-
proach based on the only tension because there is no
source of instability. On the contrary the computed
solution obtained when taking shear into account com-
prises some wrinkles. These are due to shear locking that
leads to out-of plane solutions in order to reduce this
shear. Fig. 14 shows that the rotation angles are clearly
reduced when the shear stiffness is taken into account. In
the present case, the second approach is better in order
to stick to reality. The reason for this is that the simula-
tion concerns a forming process for which it is necessary
to exceed the shear limit angle. That is generally not the
case for a successful part. It can also be noticed that the
tension only approach also detects the limit angle
exceeding. The contribution of the shear term mainly
shows in the description of the deformed shape after
the wrinkle appear.
6. Conclusions

The mechanical behaviour of fabrics in tension and in
shear is much affected by phenomena occurring at meso
(and micro) scale, especially the contact friction and
crushing of the yarns due to weaving and deformation.
In tension, the behaviour is non-linear because of the
undulation changes. This non-linearity depends on the
biaxial strain ratio. The surfaces that quantify this ten-
sile behaviour have been obtained by biaxial tensile tests



and 3D finite element computations of the unit woven
cell. Non-linearities at mesoscopic level influence the
shear behaviour as well. The shear stiffness is weak for
moderate angles. Optical measures have shown that, in
this stage, the yarns are submitted to a rigid body rota-
tion. When the shear angle increases, the yarns come
into contact with their neighbouring. They are com-
pacted and the shear stiffness is strongly increased.
Forming simulations can be based on the simplified for-
mulations based on these two deformation modes. Spe-
cific finite elements have been developed by a
mesoscopic approach, i.e. by considering each woven
cell in tension (and possibly in shear). It is necessary
to take the in-plane shear into account if the shear angle
exceed the locking angle. It is now necessary to precisely
identify the cases for which taking only the tensile stiff-
ness into account is necessary and those for which the
shear stiffness has to be taken into account. In this case
the assumption that has been made here and that con-
sists in neglecting the bending stiffness would have to
be verified, especially in relation to the wrinkle shape.
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